TimeStar™ for Windows® is the proven, industry standard solution for comprehensive time and attendance automation
within your Microsoft Windows® network. Deployed in thousands of diverse and demanding businesses environments,
TimeStar™ for Windows® offers an ideal balance of ease-of-use, affordability and flexible functionality.
Familiar, Efficient and Easy to Manage
Because TimeStar for Windows® is a 100% self-contained application, it is as familiar, easy to learn and friendly to
use as your favorite Microsoft Windows® applications. Intuitive screens, reports and wizards swiftly guide operators
through the complete timekeeping workflow, with virtually no learning curve. Ideal for companies with limited I.T.
resources, TimeStar for Windows® can be installed on any modern Windows® workstation or server and performs
reliably, year-after-year with minimal maintenance and technical support.
Flexible, Accurate and Secure
TimeStar™ for Windows® is easily configured to the diverse labor rules and attendance policies of your unique
enterprise. By instantly and accurately calculating pay for overtime, double time, weekend, holiday, shift premiums
and other differentials, your entire payroll process will be streamlined and exacted,
saving you both time and money. Calculation errors become a thing of the past!
Plus, the vast catalog of standard audit and labor analysis reports will empower your
supervisors and payroll managers to pinpoint irregularities and actively manage labor
costs. The entire application is protected by a sophisticated security engine, which
restricts access to authorized users only, with configurable levels of permission.
Transparent and detailed audit tracking of each user’s actions will keep a permanent
record of your critical labor data, as it is managed and flows to payroll.
Instant Access and Review
With the integrated history module, TimeStar™ for Windows® gives you instant access
for reviewing key labor data and trends, including:
n Timecard data — an inclusive snapshot of your employees’ time and labor data.
n Attendance data — track exceptions daily, weekly, or monthly and generate

reports per your unique policies.
n Regular hours — a detailed archive of hours worked by type of pay, location,

department, job class, shift and more.
n Overtime — analyze premium earnings by pay type, shift, and up to five

additional user defined organizational parameters.
Data Collection For All Employee Populations
Employees spread across the site, or across the country, with blue collars or white,
can enter their time with the data collection option appropriate to their needs.
TimeStar for Windows® seamlessly supports PC punching and hardware timeclocks,
including: biometrics, badge readers, proximity card devices and a wide range of
legacy systems.
Optimized For Your Environment
Galaxy Technologies, Inc. advantage over our competitors lies in our ability to respond
to each client’s unique needs and our corporate-wide “culture of consultation.” All
Galaxy implementations follow a highly consultative and comfortable process centered
on the dependable and efficient Galaxy P3 Methodology.
To learn more about TimeStar™ for Windows® or additional Galaxy
products or services contact a Galaxy Labor Management Consultant atl
800.814.9096 or email information@galaxy-inc.com.
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